In accordance with 1-11-204(3)(a)(iii), MCA, the Montana Code Commissioner hereby reports all changes made during the continuous recodification since the last report. The law requires a report in tabular or other form explaining all changes made other than punctuation, spelling, and capitalization. In addition, 1-11-103, MCA, provides that:

_In case of any inconsistency in meaning arising through omission or otherwise between the provisions of the Montana Code Annotated and the corresponding portion of the official enrolled bill on file with the secretary of state, effect must be given to the official enrolled bill._

The Code Commissioner Report reflects changes made during the interim and changes made by session law chapters. In instances in which a section was amended by more than one chapter, subsection references in the Code Commissioner Report may not correspond to subsection references in the Montana Code Annotated because of composite preparation. In instances in which a section has different effective dates, references in the Code Commissioner Report may not correspond to references in the Montana Code Annotated because of multiple versions of the section. A section number may not reflect renumbering of that section during the codification process.

Changes to match Legislative Council bill drafting style are reported as “style” changes.

Compiled by Carol Ann Jacobsen, Chief Legislative Technical Editor.

**TITLE 1**

1-1-215 In (4)(a), changed “residence of a minor’s parents” to “residence of the minor’s parents” - consistency; in (4)(d), changed “[section 2]” to “20-5-502”; in (6), changed “[sections 1 through 3]” to “Title 20, chapter 5, part 5”.

**TITLE 2**

2-2-135 In (1), changed “[section 2]” to “5-5-234”.
2-8-402 In (4), changed “[section 3]” to “2-8-403”.
2-8-403 In (2), changed “[section 2]” to “2-8-402”.
2-15-212 In (2), changed “[section 2]” to “5-5-234”.
2-15-246 In (1)(b), changed “[section 2]” to “5-5-234”.
2-15-1019 In (8), changed “[section 2]” to “5-5-234”.
2-15-1771 In (2)(b), changed “[sections 2 through 8]” to “Title 37, chapter 36”.
2-15-2029 In (2), changed “[sections 2 through 5]” to “Title 44, chapter 4, part 4”.
2-15-3110 In (1), changed “[sections 2 through 4]” to “2-15-3111 through 2-15-3113” and changed “[section 5]” to “81-1-110”; in (6), changed “[sections 1 through 7]” to “2-15-3110 through 2-15-3114, 81-1-110, and 81-1-111”.
2-15-3112 In (1), changed “[section 4(2)]” to “2-15-3113(2)”.
2-15-3113 In (2), changed “[section 2]” to “2-15-3111” and changed “[section 3]” to “2-15-3112”; in (3)(g), changed “[sections 2 through 4]” to “2-15-3111 through 2-15-3113”.
2-15-3114 Changed “[sections 2 through 4]” to “2-15-3111 through 2-15-3113” and changed “[sections 5 and 6]” to “81-1-110 and 81-1-111”.
2-17-415 In introduction, changed “[sections 1 through 4]” to “2-17-415 through 2-17-418”.
2-17-417 In (1), changed “[section 2(2)]” to “2-17-416(2)”.
2-17-418 Changed “[sections 2 and 3]” to “2-17-416 and 2-17-417”.
2-17-807 In (2)(c) (two places), changed “[the effective date of this act]” to “April 17, 2007”.
2-18-621 In (2)(a), changed “only entitled to receive” to “entitled to receive only” - grammar.
2-18-704 In (9)(a), changed “[section 1]” to “33-22-132”.

**TITLE 5**

5-5-211 In (5)(a), changed “[section 2]” to “5-5-234”.
5-7-310 In (1), changed “or a member” to “or member” (grammar) and changed “2-18-101, MCA” to “2-18-101” - style.
5-11-101 In (1)(a), (1)(b), changed “[section 2]” to “5-5-234”.
5-11-210 In (11), changed “[section 1]” to “17-6-230”.
5-12-202 In (1)(b), (1)(d), changed “[section 2]” to “5-5-234”.
5-13-202 In (1), changed “[section 2]” to “5-5-234”.
5-16-101 In (2), changed “[section 2]” to “5-5-234”.

2008 Annotations to the MCA
7-1-2111 In (2)(k), changed “15-39-110(15)” to “15-31-110(14)” - the code commissioner has changed the erroneous reference pursuant to sec. 75, Ch. 44, L. 2007.

7-3-1208 In (1), changed “date of holding the the election” to “date of holding the election” - grammar.

7-4-2106 In (5)(a), changed “subsection (5)(c)” to “subsection (5)(c) of this section” - style.

7-4-2636 In (3)(b), changed “[the effective date of this act]” to “April 28, 2007”.

7-4-2704 In (3), changed “and who is paid 70%” to “who is paid 70%” - grammar.

7-4-2905 In (1), changed “[section 1]” to “2-15-2029”.

7-12-1121 In (1), changed “property, or their assignees, with the district” to “property within the district or their assignees” - grammar.

7-15-4439 In (3)(a), changed “is executive director” to “is the executive director” - grammar.

7-16-2201 In (1), changed “[section 5]” to “90-1-161”; in (2), changed “[section 6]” to “90-1-162”.

7-16-2205 In (1)(a)(i), changed “[sections 1 through 9 of Senate Bill No. 233]” to “7-16-2211 through 7-16-2219”; in (4), changed “[section 7 of Senate Bill No. 233]” to “7-16-2217”.

7-16-2211 In (1), changed “collection of buildings” to “a collection of buildings” - grammar; in (2)(b), changed “[section 5]” to “7-16-2215”.

7-16-2215 In (1), changed “[section 3]” to “7-16-2213”.

7-16-2216 In introduction, changed “[section 2]” to “7-16-2212”; in (1), changed “[section 4]” to “7-16-2214”.

7-16-2218 Changed “[sections 1 through 9]” to “7-16-2211 through 7-16-2219”.

7-31-201 In (1), changed “[section 1]” to “2-15-2029”.

7-31-202 In (2), changed “[section 1]” to “2-15-2029”.

7-31-203 In (2), changed “[section 1]” to “2-15-2029”.

7-32-201 In (2), changed “[section 1]” to “2-15-2029”.

7-32-203 In (2), changed “[section 1]” to “2-15-2029”.

7-32-4112 Changed “[section 1]” to “2-15-2029”.

7-33-2109 In (2), changed “[section 1]” to “7-6-621”.

7-33-2125 In (4)(a), changed “may only be annexed” to “may be annexed only” - grammar.

7-33-2126 In (1)(b), changed “[section 11]” to “7-33-2142”.

7-33-2127 In introduction, changed “[section 11]” to “7-33-2142” and “[section 11]” to “7-33-2142 and 7-33-2143” - to reflect renumbering.

7-33-2141 Changed “7-33-2123, 7-33-2124, and [section 11]” to “7-33-2142 through 7-33-2144” - to reflect renumbering.

7-33-2144 In (1), changed “[section 11]” to “7-33-2142”.

7-33-2209 In (3), changed “[section 1]” to “7-6-621”.

7-33-2403 In (2), changed “[section 1]” to “7-6-621”.

7-33-4109 In (4)(b), changed “[section 1]” to “7-6-621”.

7-33-4111 In (2), changed “[section 1]” to “7-6-621”.

10-1-101 In (5), changed “[section 2]” to “10-1-1401”.

10-1-501 In (2), changed “[section 1]” to “10-1-505”.

10-1-502 In (3), changed “[section 1]” to “10-1-505”.

10-1-1111 In (2), changed “[section 3]” to “10-1-1113”.

10-1-1112 In introduction, changed “[sections 1 through 4]” to “10-1-1111 through 10-1-1114”.

10-1-1113 In (2), changed “[section 4]” to “10-1-1114”.

10-1-1202 Changed “[section 1]” to “10-1-1201”.

10-1-1301 Changed “[Sections 1 through 10]” to “This part” and changed “Relief Fund” to “Relief Fund Act” - style.

10-1-1302 In (3), changed “[sections 1 through 10]” to “this part”.

10-1-1303 In (1), changed “[section 11]” to “15-30-193”; in (2), changed “[sections 1 through 10]” to “this part”.

10-1-1304 In introduction, changed “[sections 1 through 10]” to “this part”; in (1), changed “[section 3]” to “10-1-1303”, in (4), changed “[section 2]” to “10-1-1302”, in (5), changed “[the effective date of this act]” to “July 1, 2007” and changed “is in active duty” to “is on active duty” - grammar.

10-1-1305 In introduction, changed “[section 6]” to “10-1-1306”.

10-1-1306 In (1)(a), (1)(b), (2)(a), (3), changed “[section 5]” to “10-1-1305”.

10-1-1307 In introduction, changed “[sections 1 through 10]” to “this part”; in (4), changed “establishing the priority” to “establishing the priority” (grammar) and changed “[section 5]” to “10-1-1305”.

10-1-1308 In (1), changed “[section 5]” to “10-1-1305”; in (3), changed “[section 7]” to “10-1-1307”; in (4), changed “writing whether” to “writing as to whether” - grammar.

10-2-601 In (4)(a), changed “[section 1 of Senate Bill No. 21]” to “7-35-2205”.

10-3-114 In (1), changed “Title 10, chapter 3” to “this chapter” - style.

10-3-406 In (2), changed “[section 1(4)(a)]” to “7-33-2212(4)(a)”.

10-3-504 Changed “The plan” to “The emergency resources management plan” - to reflect defined term.

10-4-301 In (5), changed “[section 7]” to “10-4-313”.

10-4-313 In (1)(b), changed “[section 4]” to “10-4-411”.

13-21-210 In (4), changed “this subsection” to “subsection (3)” - the code commissioner has changed the erroneous reference pursuant to sec. 75, Ch. 44, L. 2007.
In (1), changed “whether a fiscal note” to “as to whether a fiscal note” - grammar.
In (3), changed “or the fiscal liability” to “or fiscal liability” - grammar; in (7), changed “means the petition” to “means that the petition” - grammar.

Changed “[section 12]” to “13-27-209”.

In (2), changed “attorney general must respond” to “attorney general shall respond” - grammar.
In (1), changed “required be filed” to “required to be filed” - grammar.

In introduction, changed “[sections 1 through 12]” to “15-30-261 through 15-30-272”; in (1), changed “a provision of [sections 1 through 12]”, or 13-35-225 to “a provision of 13-35-225, or a provision of Title 13, chapter 35, part 4” - style.

In introduction, changed “[sections 1 and 2]” to “13-37-402 and this section” - style; in (1), changed “[section 1]” to “13-35-240”.

In (1)(a), (2), changed “[sections 2 through 6]” to “this part”; in (3), changed “for which, during construction, the standard prevailing wages” to “for which the standard prevailing rate of wages” (grammar) and changed “were not paid” to “was not paid” - grammar.

In introduction, changed “[sections 1 through 6]” to “this part” - the prior reference contains more material than the new reference, but the material in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference; in (8), changed “[section 7]” to “15-6-158”; in (11), changed “that is used for the production of fuel or chemicals or the generation” to “that are used for the production of fuel or chemicals, the generation” - grammar.

In (1), (3), (4)(a), (4)(b), changed “[sections 2 through 6]” to “this part”; in (3)(k), changed “[section 8]” to “15-6-159”;
In (3)(l), (3)(m), changed “[section 7]” to “15-6-158”; in (4)(e), changed “[section 6]” to “15-24-3116”; in (5), changed “[section 5]” to “15-24-3112”.

In introduction, changed “[sections 1 through 6]” to “this part” - the prior reference contains more material than the new reference, but the material in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference; in (8), changed “[section 7]” to “15-6-158”; in (11), changed “that is used for the production of fuel or chemicals or the generation” to “that are used for the production of fuel or chemicals, the generation” - grammar.

In (1), (3), (4)(a), (4)(b), changed “[sections 2 through 6]” to “this part”; in (3)(k), changed “[section 8]” to “15-6-159”;
In (3)(l), (3)(m), changed “[section 7]” to “15-6-158”; in (4)(e), changed “[section 6]” to “15-24-3116”; in (5), changed “[section 5]” to “15-24-3112”.

In introduction, changed “[sections 1 through 6]” to “this part” - the prior reference contains more material than the new reference, but the material in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference; in (8), changed “[section 7]” to “15-6-158”; in (11), changed “that is used for the production of fuel or chemicals or the generation” to “that are used for the production of fuel or chemicals, the generation” - grammar.

In (1), (3), (4)(a), (4)(b), changed “[sections 2 through 6]” to “this part”; in (3)(k), changed “[section 8]” to “15-6-159”;
In (3)(l), (3)(m), changed “[section 7]” to “15-6-158”; in (4)(e), changed “[section 6]” to “15-24-3116”; in (5), changed “[section 5]” to “15-24-3112”.

In introduction, changed “[sections 1 through 6]” to “this part” - the prior reference contains more material than the new reference, but the material in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference; in (8), changed “[section 7]” to “15-6-158”; in (11), changed “that is used for the production of fuel or chemicals or the generation” to “that are used for the production of fuel or chemicals, the generation” - grammar.

In (1), (3), (4)(a), (4)(b), changed “[sections 2 through 6]” to “this part”; in (3)(k), changed “[section 8]” to “15-6-159”;
In (3)(l), (3)(m), changed “[section 7]” to “15-6-158”; in (4)(e), changed “[section 6]” to “15-24-3116”; in (5), changed “[section 5]” to “15-24-3112”.

In introduction, changed “[sections 1 through 6]” to “this part” - the prior reference contains more material than the new reference, but the material in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference; in (8), changed “[section 7]” to “15-6-158”; in (11), changed “that is used for the production of fuel or chemicals or the generation” to “that are used for the production of fuel or chemicals, the generation” - grammar.

2008 Annotations to the MCA
15-30-269 In (1), changed “[sections 1 through 12]” to “15-30-261 through 15-30-272”; in (3), changed “[section 6]” to “15-30-266”.
15-30-270 Changed “[sections 1 through 12]” to “15-30-261 through 15-30-272”.
15-30-271 In (2), changed “[section 9]” to “15-30-269”; in (3), changed “[sections 1 through 12]” to “15-30-261 through 15-30-272”.
15-30-272 Changed “[sections 1 through 12]” to “15-30-261 through 15-30-272”.
15-30-273 Changed “[sections 1 through 12]” to “15-30-261 through 15-30-272”.
15-30-303 In (1), (8)(f), changed “[section 1]” to “15-1-106”.
15-31-103 In (2)(b)(iii), changed “required in [section 5(1)]” to “required by 35-7-105(1)” - grammar.
15-31-171 In (1), changed “[section 1]” to “50-51-114”; in (2)(b), changed “five nights” to “5 nights” - style.
15-31-511 In (4)(b) (two places) changed “[section 1]” to “15-1-106”.
15-32-701 In (6), changed “seventh tax year” to “7th tax year” - style.
15-32-702 In (6), changed “seventh tax year” to “7th tax year” - style.
15-32-703 In (6), changed “seventh tax year” to “7th tax year” - style.
15-35-108 In introduction, changed “[section 1]” to “17-2-124”; in (8), changed “[section 2]” to “82-4-244”.
15-37-117 In (1), changed “[section 1]” to “17-2-124”; in (1)(d), changed “[section 27]” to “15-38-301”.
15-38-106 In (2), changed “[section 1]” to “17-2-124”; in (2)(e), changed “[section 28]” to “15-38-302”.
15-38-202 In (2)(a)(i), changed “[section 28]” to “15-38-302”; in (2)(a)(ii), changed “created by” to “established in” - consistency; in (2)(c)(6), changed “[section 27]” to “15-38-301”.
15-50-311 Changed “[section 1]” to “17-2-124”.
15-51-103 Changed “[section 1]” to “17-2-124”.
15-53-156 Changed “[section 1]” to “the provisions of 17-2-124” - consistency.
15-59-108 Changed “[section 1]” to “17-2-124”.
15-60-210 In (1), changed “[section 1]” to “17-2-124”.
15-65-121 In (1) (two places), changed “[section 1]” to “17-2-124”.
15-66-102 In (2), changed “[section 1 of Senate Bill No. 525]” to “17-2-124”.
15-67-102 In (3), changed “[section 1]” to “17-2-124”.
15-68-820 Changed “[section 1]” to “17-2-124”.
15-70-101 In (1) (two places), changed “[section 1]” to “17-2-124”.
15-70-125 Changed “[section 1]” to “17-2-124”.
15-70-302 In (4), changed “[section 1]” to “17-2-317”.
15-70-317 In (8)(f), changed “engine that the dyed special fuel was used in” to “engine in which the dyed special fuel was used” - grammar.
15-70-372 In (2), changed “[section 1]” to “17-2-317”.
15-72-106 In (3), changed “[section 1]” to “17-2-124”.

TITLE 16

16-1-306 Changed “[section 1]” to “17-2-124”.
16-1-401 In (2), changed “[section 1]” to “17-2-124”.
16-1-404 In (2), changed “[section 1]” to “17-2-124”.
16-1-406 In (3), changed “[section 1]” to “17-2-124”.
16-1-411 In (3), changed “[section 1]” to “17-2-124”.
16-3-301 In (1), changed “brewer, winery” to “brewery, winery” - consistency.
16-3-411 In (2)(a), changed “section 16-4-107” to “16-4-107” - style.
16-4-401 In (7)(a)(ii), changed “create a danger” to “creates a danger” - grammar.
16-11-114 In (2), changed “[section 1]” to “17-2-124”.
16-11-119 In (1), (3), changed “[section 1]” to “17-2-124”.

TITLE 17

17-3-211 In (1), changed “department of administration” to “department” - to reflect defined term.
17-3-212 In (1) (two places), changed “department of administration” to “department” - to reflect defined term.
17-5-205 Changed “[the effective date of this act]” to “February 1, 2007”.
17-5-702 In (2), changed “[section 28]” to “15-38-302”.
17-5-1604 In (3)(c), changed “[sections 1 through 18]” to “Title 90, chapter 4, part 12”.
17-6-340 Changed “[section 8]” to “20-9-516”.
17-7-161 In (2)(a), changed “department of fish, wildlife, and parks” to “department” - to reflect defined term.
17-7-502 In (3), changed “[section 1]” to “5-11-120”, changed “[section 4]” to “10-1-1202”, changed “[section 3]” to “10-1-1303”, changed “[section 1]” to “15-1-218”, changed “[section 1]” to “19-20-607”, changed “[section 2]” to “section 2, Chapter 6, Special Laws of May 2007”, changed “[section 1]” to “76-13-150”.
17-8-403 In (5)(c), changed “house or representatives” to “house of representatives” - grammar.

TITLE 18

18-2-102 In (2)(d), changed “[section 1]” to “20-25-309”.
18-2-105 In (4), changed “[section 1]” to “2-17-135”.

2008 Annotations to the MCA
19-5-404 In (2), changed “[section 27]” to “15-38-301”.

19-7-101 In (2), changed “detention officer, as defined in 44-4-302, who is hired” to “detention officer who is hired” (the code commissioner has changed the erroneous reference pursuant to sec. 75, Ch. 44, L. 2007) and changed “[section 1]” to “2-15-2029”.

19-20-101 In (22), changed “[section 1]” to “19-20-607”.

19-20-305 In (5)(b)(i), changed “service the benefit was earned” to “service for which the benefit was earned” - grammar.

19-20-716 In (1)(b), changed “[section 1]” to “19-20-607”.

19-20-1101 In (1), changed “Premiums withheld may be paid” to “Premiums withheld may be paid” - grammar.

20-4-501 Changed “[sections 1 through 6]” to “this part”.

20-4-502 In introduction, changed “[sections 1 through 6]” to “this part”.

20-4-503 In (3), changed “[sections 1 through 6]” to “this part”.

20-4-504 In (1), changed “[section 3(1)]” to “20-4-503(1)”.

20-4-505 In (3), changed “[sections 1 through 6]” to “this part”.

20-4-506 In (1), changed “[sections 1 through 6]” to “this part” and changed “[section 3]” to “20-4-503”;

20-5-321 In (1)(f), changed “[section 2]” to “20-5-502”.

20-5-412 In (1), (2) (two places), (3), (4), changed “[section 2]” to “40-6-502” and changed “[section 3]” to “20-5-503”.

20-5-420 In (7), (2) (two places), (3), changed “[sections 1 through 6]” to “this part”.

20-5-501 In (3), changed “[Sections 2 and 3]” and this section are “This part” and changed “[the effective date of this act]” to “July 1, 2007”.

20-5-502 In (1)(e), changed “[section 3]” to “20-5-503”.

20-5-503 In (3), changed “decision by a relative” to “decision by a caretaker relative” - to reflect defined term; in (4)(a), changed “who has no actual knowledge” to “and who has no actual knowledge” - grammar; in (9) at beginning of form, (9) 8. b. (2), changed “[this section]” to “20-5-503, MCA”.

20-6-104 In (2), changed “[section 1]” to “20-6-326”.

20-6-326 In (7), changed “[the effective date of this act]” to “April 12, 2007”.

20-9-306 In (11), changed “[section 4]” to “20-9-330”;

20-9-313 In (1)(e)(i), changed “purpose implementing” to “purpose of implementing” - grammar.

20-9-366 In (2)(a), (2)(b), changed “[section 1]” to “20-6-326”.

20-9-439 In introduction, changed “[section 1]” to “20-6-326”.

20-9-502 In (6) (two places), changed “[section 1(2)]” to “20-6-326(2)”.

20-25-308 In (3), changed “[section 1]” to “20-25-309”.

20-26-605 In (8)(b), changed “[section 25(3)]” to “20-26-606(3)”.

20-26-1501 Changed “[section 2]” to “17-1-511”.

22-1-213 Changed “make available their state publications” to “make their state publications available” - grammar.

23-4-101 In (1), changed “deposit wagering, and the money is used to pay” to “deposit wagering. The money must be used to pay” - grammar; in (13), changed “means wild horse” to “means a wild horse” - grammar.

23-4-302 In (4)(b)(iii), changed “purposes the board considers” to “purposes that the board considers” - style.

23-4-304 In (1)(c), changed “23-4-302(4)(b)(iii)” to “23-4-302(5)(b)(iii)” - the code commissioner has changed the erroneous reference pursuant to sec. 75, Ch. 44, L. 2007.

23-5-610 In (4), changed “[section 1]” to “17-2-124”.

2008 Annotations to the MCA
30-14-1304 In (2), (3), changed “[section 2(2)(a)]” to “30-14-1302(2)(a)”; in (2)(a), changed “insurance policy.” to “insurance policy.”; and “- style.”

30-14-1701 Changed “and [sections 1 and 2 ]” to “30-14-1712, and 30-14-1713”.

30-14-1702 In introduction, changed “and [sections 1 and 2 ]” to “30-14-1712, and 30-14-1713”.

30-14-1712 In (2), changed “[section 2]” to “30-14-1713”.

30-14-1713 In (1), (2) (two places), changed “[section 1(1)]” to “30-14-1712(1)”.

30-14-1726 In introduction, changed “[sections 1 through 11]” to “30-14-1726 through 30-14-1736”; in (7)(a)(ii), changed “[section 9]” to “30-14-1734”; in (7)(a)(iii), changed “[section 4]” to “30-14-1729”.

30-14-1728 In (1)(a), (2), changed “[section 2]” to “30-14-1727”; in (3), changed “[section 4]” to “30-14-1729”.

30-14-1730 In (1)(a), changed “[section 4]” to “30-14-1729 or 30-14-1732”.

30-14-1731 Changed “[section 9(1)]” to “30-14-1734(1)”.

30-14-1732 In (1), changed “[section 4]” to “30-14-1729”; in (2)(b), changed “[section 3(3)]” to “30-14-1728(3)”.

30-14-1734 In (1), changed “[sections 1 through 8] and [section 10]” to “30-14-1726 through 30-14-1733 and 30-14-1735”; in (1)(b), changed “[section 4]” to “30-14-1729”; in (1)(k), outlined subsection - style.

30-14-1735 In (1), changed “[section 4]” to “30-14-1729” and changed “[section 7]” to “30-14-1732”; in (2), changed “[section 3]” to “30-14-1726” and changed “report, or complaint” to “report, or a complaint” - grammar.

30-14-1736 In (1), (3), changed “[sections 2 through 10]” to “30-14-1727 through 30-14-1735”.

30-14-2501 In introduction, changed “[sections 1 through 3]” to “this part”.

30-14-2502 In (16)(b), changed “transit where” to “transit when” - grammar; in (21), changed “its franchised dealers” to “its franchised dealers” - grammar; in (27), changed “needed for period of” to “needed for a period of” - grammar.

30-14-2503 In (1) (three places), (3), changed “[section 2]” to “30-14-2502”.

TITLE 31

31-3-132 In (6), changed “victim of 45-6-332” to “victim under 45-6-332” - grammar.

33-18-612 Changed “[section 4]” to “46-24-219”.

TITLE 32

32-5-201 In (1)(a), changed “may obtain addition licenses” to “may obtain an additional license” - grammar.

32-5-208 Changed “In any case where” to “In any case in which” - grammar.

32-5-301 In (5)(b), changed “is strictly voluntarily” to “is strictly voluntary” - grammar.

32-5-310 In (2), changed “is in writing, signed in person by the borrower, or if the borrower is married signed in person” to “is in writing and is signed in person by the borrower or if the borrower is married is signed in person” - clarity.

32-9-103 In (5), changed “located in this state employed” to “located in this state and employed” - grammar.

32-10-101 Changed “[Sections 1 through 32 ]” to “This chapter”.

32-10-102 In (1), (5), changed “[section 8]” to “32-10-207”; in (1), (2), (2)(b), (3), (5), changed “[sections 1 through 32]” to “this chapter”.

32-10-103 In introduction, (1-4) (two places), changed “[sections 1 through 32]” to “this chapter”.

32-10-201 Changed “[sections 1 through 32]” to “this chapter”.

32-10-202 In (1)(d), (2)(a), (3), (4), (5) (two places), changed “[sections 1 through 32]” to “this chapter”; in (5), changed “is exempt” to “are exempt” - grammar.

32-10-203 In (2)(c)(i), changed “[section 13]” to “32-10-303”; in (6), changed “[sections 1 through 32]” to “this chapter”.

32-10-204 In (3), (4), changed “[sections 1 through 32]” to “this chapter”; in (3), changed “[section 15]” to “32-10-310”.

32-10-205 In introduction, (4), (7) (two places), changed “[sections 1 through 32]” to “this chapter”; in (9), changed “31-1-102” to “31-1-202” - the code commissioner has changed the erroneous reference pursuant to sec. 75, Ch. 44, L. 2007.

32-10-206 In (1), (2), (11) (two places), (12), changed “[sections 1 through 32]” to “this chapter”; in (2), changed “[section 13]” to “32-10-310”; in (9), changed “[section 13]” to “32-10-303”.

32-10-209 In (1), changed “[sections 1 through 32]” to “this chapter”; in (2), changed “[section 5(2)]” to “32-10-202(2)”.

32-10-301 In (1), (2), (3) (two places), changed “[sections 1 through 32]” to “this chapter”.

32-10-302 In (1)(b), (1)(c), changed “[sections 1 through 32]” to “this chapter”.

32-10-310 In (1)(a), (4), (6), changed “[sections 1 through 32]” to “this chapter”.

32-10-402 Changed “[sections 1 through 32]” to “this chapter”.

32-10-403 In (1), (2), changed “[sections 1 through 32]” to “this chapter”.

32-10-404 In (1), changed “[sections 1 through 32]” to “this chapter”.

32-10-405 In (1), (1)(a), changed “[sections 1 through 32]” to “this chapter”.

32-10-501 In (1), changed “[sections 1 through 32]” to “this chapter”.

32-10-502 In (1), (2), changed “[sections 1 through 32]” to “this chapter”.

32-10-503 In (1) (two places), (2), changed “[sections 1 through 32]” to “this chapter”.

32-10-504 In (1) (three places), (2), changed “[sections 1 through 32]” to “this chapter”.
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33-20-902 In two places, changed “[sections 7 through 13]” to “this part” and changed “[Sections 7 through 13]” to “This part specifies” - grammar.

33-20-903 In (1), changed “[Sections 7 through 13] apply” to “This part applies” - grammar; in (2)(a), changed “[sections 7 through 13] to “this part”.

33-20-904 In introduction, changed “[sections 7 through 13] to “this part”; in (2)(a), changed “but where the values” to “but the values” - grammar.

33-20-907 Changed “[sections 7 through 13]” to “this part”.

33-20-908 In (2), changed “Title 37, part 19” to “Title 37, chapter 19” - the code commissioner has changed the erroneous reference pursuant to sec. 75, Ch. 44, L. 2007; in (3)(c), changed “[section 2]” to “33-20-1502”; in (6), changed “[the effective date of this act]” to “January 1, 2008”.


33-22-1107 In (9)(a)(i), changed ”[section 13]” to “33-22-1126”.


33-22-1127 In (3), changed “may only be contested” to “may be contested only” - grammar; in (4)(b), changed “this subsection (A)” to “subsection (4)(a)” - style.


35-1-216 In (1)(c)(i), changed “[section 5(1)]” to “35-7-105(1)”.

35-1-226 In (3), changed “[section 5(1)]” to “35-7-105(1)”.

35-1-1028 In (1)(c), changed “required in [section 5(1)]” to “required by 35-7-105(1)” - grammar.

35-1-1029 In (1)(c), changed “[section 5(1)]” to “35-7-105(1)”.

35-1-1104 In (1)(b), changed “[section 5(1)]” to “35-7-105(1)”.

35-2-213 In (1)(c), changed “[section 5(1)]” to “35-7-105(1)”.

35-2-222 In (1)(c), changed “[section 5(1)]” to “35-7-105(1)”.

35-2-613 In (2), changed “[section 13]” to “35-7-113”.

35-2-822 In (1)(c), changed “[section 5(1)]” to “35-7-105(1)”.

35-2-823 In (1)(c), changed “[section 5(1)]” to “35-7-105(1)”.

35-2-904 In (1)(b), changed “[section 5(1)]” to “35-7-105(1)”.

35-2-905 In (1)(b), changed “specified in [section 5(1)]” to “specified by 35-7-105(1)” - grammar.

35-2-906 In (1)(b), changed “specified in [section 5(1)]” to “specified by 35-7-105(1)” - grammar.

35-5-210 Changed “[section 5(1)]” to “35-7-105(1)”.

35-7-101 Changed “[Sections 1 through 17]” to “This chapter”.

35-7-102 In introduction, (16), changed “[sections 1 through 17]” to “this chapter”; in (1)(b), changed “[section 12]” to “35-7-112”; in (2), (13), changed “[section 6]” to “35-7-106”.

35-7-103 Changed “[sections 1 through 17]” to “this chapter”.

35-7-104 In introduction, changed “[sections 1 through 17]” to “this chapter” and changed “[section 11(1)(d)]” to “35-7-111(1)(d)”.

35-7-107 In (1)(a), changed “[section 6]” to “35-7-106”; in (4), changed “[section 13]” to “35-7-113”.

35-7-108 In (1), (5), changed “[section 5(1)]” to “35-7-105(1)”; in (5), changed “[sections 1 through 17]” to “this chapter”.

35-7-109 In (1), changed “[section 5(1)]” to “35-7-105(1)”.

35-7-110 In (1), (1)(a), changed “[section 6(1)]” to “35-7-106(1)”; in (5), changed “[section 6]” to “35-7-106, [section 7]” to “35-7-107”, and “[section 13(2) or (3)]” to “35-7-113(2) or (3)”; in (5)(a), changed “[section 13]” to “35-7-113”.

35-7-112 In (1)(b), changed “[section 5(1)]” to “35-7-105(1)”.

35-7-113 In (4), changed “[sections 1 through 17]” to “this chapter”.

35-7-114 In introduction (two places), (2), changed “[sections 1 through 17]” to “this chapter”; in (3), changed “[section 5(1)]” to “35-7-105(1)”; in (4), changed “[section 6(1)]” to “35-7-106(1)”.

35-7-116 Changed “[sections 1 through 17]” to “this chapter”.

35-7-117 Changed “[Sections 1 through 17] modify, limit, and supersede” to “This chapter modifies, limits, and supersedes” (grammar) and changed “but do not modify” to “but does not modify” - grammar.

35-8-202 In (1)(d), changed “[section 5(1)]” to “35-7-105(1)”.

35-8-208 In (1)(b), changed “[section 5(1)]” to “35-7-105(1)”.

35-8-1003 In (1)(c), changed “[section 5(1)]” to “35-7-105(1)”.

35-8-1203 In (2), changed “[section 13(2)]” to “35-7-113(2)”.

35-12-601 In (1)(b), changed “[section 5(1)]” to “35-7-105(1)”.

TITLE 37

37-36-101 In introduction, (7), changed “[sections 2 through 8]” to “this chapter”; in (5), changed “[section 1]” to “2-15-1771”.

37-36-102 In (1), (2), changed “[sections 2 through 8]” to “this chapter”.

37-36-202 In (1), changed “[sections 2 through 8]” to “this chapter”; in (2)(a), changed “[section 4]” to “37-36-201”.

2008 Annotations to the MCA
45-1-205 In (9), changed “If after a time period prescribed in subsection (1)(b) or (1)(c) has expired a suspect is conclusively identified by DNA testing” to “If a suspect is conclusively identified by DNA testing after a time period prescribed in subsection (1)(b) or (1)(c) has expired” - clarity.

45-5-306 In (1)(a), (1)(b), changed “[section 1]” to “45-5-305”.

45-5-501 In (1)(b)(vii), changed “admitted to a community-based facility” to “is admitted to a community-based facility” - grammar; reoutlined section - style; in (1)(a)(ii), changed “subsection (2)” to “subsection (1)(b)” - to reflect reoutlining; in (1)(b), changed “Subsection (1)(b)(v)” to “Subsection (1)(a)(ii)(E)” - to reflect reoutlining; in (3)(c), changed “Montana department of corrections” to “department of corrections” - style.

45-5-502 In (5)(a)(ii), changed “admitted to a community-based facility” to “is admitted to a community-based facility” - grammar.


45-6-203 In (1), changed “[section 7]” to “76-13-116”.

45-7-202 In (3), changed “[section 1]” to “13-35-240”.

46-1-501 In introduction, changed “[sections 1 through 7]” to “this part”.

46-1-503 In (15), changed “court believes relevant” to “court believes are relevant” - grammar.

46-1-1201 Changed “[Sections 1 through 8]” to “This part”.

46-1-1202 Changed “[sections 1 through 8]” to “this part”.

46-1-1203 In introduction, (1) (two places), (5), changed “[sections 1 through 8]” to “this part”.

46-1-1204 In (2), changed “Participation in mental health treatment court” to “Participation in a mental health treatment court” - grammar; in (7) (two places), changed “[sections 1 through 8]” to “this part”, changed “criminal offense who qualify” to “criminal offense and who qualify” (grammar), and changed “[Sections 1 through 8] do” to “This part does” - grammar; in (8), changed “[section 6(2)]” to “46-1-1212(2)”.

46-1-1211 In (1), (2), changed “[sections 1 through 8]” to “this part”.

46-1-1212 In (1), changed “[sections 1 through 8]” to “this part”; in (4), changed “[Sections 1 through 8] do” to “This part does” - grammar.

46-1-1213 In (1), changed “[sections 1 through 8]” to “this part”.

46-4-103 In (5), changed “[sections 14 and 15]” to “72-17-217 and 72-17-218”.

46-5-104 In (9), changed “reading or writing English” to “reading or writing in English” - grammar.

46-16-226 In introduction, changed “[sections 2 through 4] and this section” to “46-16-228 through 46-16-229”.

46-16-228 In (1), (2) (two places), changed “[section 2]” to “46-16-227”; in (2), changed “[section 4]” to “46-16-229”.

46-16-229 In (1), changed “[section 3(3)]” to “46-16-228(3)”.

46-18-111 In (1), changed “45-5-602(3), 45-5-603(2)(c), or” to “45-5-602(3), or 45-5-603(2)(c)” - style.

46-18-204 Changed “[section 1]” to “46-18-208”.

46-23-1003 In (2), changed “[section 1]” to “2-15-2029”.

46-23-1021 In (6)(b), changed “[section 1(2)]” to “46-23-1027(2)”.

49-2-501 In (5), changed “[section 6]” to “49-2-511”.

49-2-504 In (7)(b)(ii), changed “[section 6]” to “49-2-511”.

49-2-512 In (2)(b), changed “[section 6]” to “49-2-511”.

50-1-106 In (1), changed “tribal, other state or local public health agencies, and other” to “tribal, and other state or local public health agencies and with other” - grammar.

50-1-211 In (4)(a), (5)(c), changed “availability of vaccine” to “availability of a vaccine” - grammar; in (5)(a), changed “efficacy of human papillomavirus vaccine” to “efficacy of the human papillomavirus vaccine” - grammar.

50-4-801 Changed “[Sections 1 through 9]” to “This part”.

50-4-802 Changed “[sections 1 through 9]” to “this part”.

50-4-803 In introduction, changed “[sections 1 through 9]” to “this part”; in (1), changed “[section 6]” to “50-4-810”.

50-4-804 In (1), changed “[sections 1 through 9]” to “this part”.

50-4-805 In (1), changed “[section 5 and this section]” to “50-4-806 and this section”; in (5)(b)(ii), (5)(b)(iii), changed “[sections 1 through 9]” to “this part”.

50-4-806 In (1), changed “[section 4]” to “50-4-805” and changed “must submit” to “shall submit” - grammar; in (2), changed “[sections 1 through 9]” to “this part”.

50-4-811 In (2), changed “[sections 4 and 5]” to “50-4-805 and 50-4-806”.

50-4-815 In (3), changed “[sections 4 and 5]” to “50-4-805 and 50-4-806”.

50-5-207 In (1)(b), changed “[section 1]” to “50-5-117”.

50-5-245 In (4), changed “[the effective date of this act]” to “May 8, 2007”.

2008 Annotations to the MCA
50-9-105 In (2), changed “[section 13]” to “72-17-216”.
50-10-103 In (1), changed “[section 13]” to “72-17-216”.
50-51-114 In (2), (3), changed “[section 3]” to “15-30-196 and 15-31-171”; in (3), changed “five nights” to “5 nights” - style; in (7), changed “[section 2]” to “50-51-115”.
50-51-115 In (1), changed “[section 1]” to “50-51-114”.
50-60-901 In (1), changed “[sections 5 and 6]” to “this part”.
50-60-902 In two places, changed “[section 5]” to “50-60-901”.
50-65-101 In introduction, (4), changed “[sections 1 through 10]” to “this chapter”; in (4), changed “[section 2(2)(f)]” to “50-65-102(2)(f)”.
50-65-102 In (1)(c), (3), (4)(b), changed “[section 3]” to “50-65-103”; in (1)(d), changed “[section 4]” to “50-65-104”; in (2)(g), (9), changed “[sections 1 through 10]” to “this chapter”; in (4)(c), changed “[section 2]” to “50-65-102”; in (6), changed “burns the same cigarette” to “burns that the same cigarette” - grammar; in (8) (three places), changed “[the effective date of this act]” to “May 1, 2008”;
50-65-103 In (1)(a), (6) (three places), changed “[section 2]” to “50-65-102”; in (1)(b), changed “[section 2(2)(c)]” to “50-65-102(2)(c)”; in (2)(h), changed “[section 4]” to “50-65-014”; in (3), (5)(a), (6), changed “[sections 1 through 10]” to “this chapter”.
50-65-104 In (1), (6), changed “[section 3]” to “50-65-103”; in (1), changed “[section 2]” to “50-65-102”; in (1)(c), changed “[sections 1 through 10]” to “this chapter”.
50-65-110 In (1), (2)(a), (5), changed “[section 2]” to “50-65-102”; in (3), changed “[section 3]” to “50-65-103”; in (4), (6) (four places), changed “[sections 1 through 10]” to “this chapter”.
50-65-111 In (1), changed “[sections 1 through 10]” to “this chapter”; in (2), changed “[section 4]” to “50-65-104”.
50-65-112 Changed “[sections 1 through 10]” to “this chapter”.
50-65-115 Changed “[Sections 1 through 10]” to “This chapter” and changed “[section 2]” to “50-65-102”.
50-65-120 Changed “[Sections 1 through 10] no longer apply” to “This chapter no longer applies” (grammar) and changed “[sections 1 through 10]” to “this chapter”.
50-65-121 Changed “[sections 1 through 10]” to “this chapter”.

TITLE 52

52-2-308 Changed “[section 1]” to “52-2-309”.

TITLE 53

53-1-203 In (1)(g), changed “[section 20]” to “41-5-2012”.
53-2-1203 In (2)(b), changed “[section 2]” to “5-5-234”; in (2)(c)(viii), changed “who the governor may designate” to “whom the governor may designate” - grammar.
53-6-124 In introduction, changed “[sections 1 through 4]” to “53-6-124 through 53-6-127”; in (5), changed “[section 2]” to “53-6-125”.
53-6-126 Changed “which may be used” to “and the factors may be used” (grammar) and changed “and which must remain” to “and must remain” - grammar.
53-10-203 In (1)(f), (1)(g), changed “[section 2]” to “5-5-234”.
53-19-307 In (1)(c), changed “persons with a disability” to “persons with disabilities” - consistency.
53-20-112 In (3), changed “and if the parents request it” to “and the parents request it” - grammar.
53-20-125 In (7)(d), changed “residential screening team” to “residential facility screening team” - to reflect defined term.
53-20-128 In (1), changed “request the county attorney to file” to “request that the county attorney file” - grammar.
53-20-129 In (5), changed “attach the written report” to “have attached the written report” - grammar; in (8), changed “the court determines that” to “the court has determined that” - grammar.
53-20-140 In (4), changed “which is authorized” to “that is authorized” - grammar.
53-21-1101 In (2)(a), changed “department of military affairs” to “the department of military affairs” - consistency; in (2)(e), changed “program whose activities include” to “program with activities that include” - grammar.

TITLE 61

61-1-101 In (10)(a), (10)(b), changed “engine manufactured” to “engine that was manufactured” - grammar; (28)(a)(viii), changed “[section 3]” to “61-9-432”; in (57), changed “a trailer, a semi-trailer, a pole trailer, a travel trailer, a motorboat, a snowmobile, an off-highway vehicle” to “trailer, semitrailer, pole trailer, travel trailer, motorboat, snowmobile, off-highway vehicle” - grammar.
61-3-211 In (7), changed “[section 5]” to “61-3-235”.
61-3-319 In (1)(b)(ii), (2), changed “[section 1]” to “61-3-214”.
61-3-725 In (1), changed “A credit may not be taken” to “A credit may not be taken” - grammar.
61-4-101 Reoutlined (2) - style; in (5)(c)(i), changed “auto auction” to “an auto auction” - grammar.
61-4-122 In (2)(e), changed “a dealer, a broker, a wholesaler, or an auto auction” to “a dealer, broker, wholesaler, or auto auction” - grammar; (2)(f), changed “a dealer, a broker, a wholesaler, or an auto auction” to “a dealer, broker, wholesaler, or auto auction” - grammar.
61-4-123 In (4)(a), changed “Recreational vehicle, motor home, or travel trailer dealers” to “A recreational vehicle, motor home, or travel trailer dealer” - grammar.

2008 Annotations to the MCA
70-33-425 Changed “[section 27]” to “70-33-321”.
70-33-426 In (1)(a), changed “[section 28]” to “70-33-322”.
70-33-427 In (2)(a), (2)(b), changed “[section 27(4)]” to “70-33-321(4)”.
70-33-428 Changed “[sections 7 through 51]” to “this chapter”.
70-33-429 In (1)(a), changed “[section 27(4)]” to “70-33-321(4)”.
70-33-430 In (2)(a), (2)(b), changed “[section 27(1)]” to “70-33-321(1)”; in (3), changed “[section 14(2)(e)]” to “70-33-201(2)(e)”.
70-33-431 In (1), changed “5 days has elapsed” to “5 days have elapsed” - grammar.
70-33-432 In (1)(a), changed “[section 27]” to “70-33-321” and changed “[section 12]” to “70-33-106”; in (1)(g), changed “[section 27(1)]” to “70-33-321(1)”; in (1)(h), changed “[section 27(3)]” to “70-33-321(3)” and changed “[section 39(1)]” to “70-33-422(1)”.
70-33-433 In (1), changed “5 days has elapsed” to “5 days have elapsed” - grammar.
70-33-434 Changed “[sections 7 through 51]” to “this chapter”.

TITLE 72

72-6-111 In (1), changed “[section 1]” to “72-6-121”.
72-6-122 In (1), changed “[section 1]” to “72-6-121”.
72-17-102 In (7), outlined subsection - clarity; in (22), changed “association, limited liability company, association” to “association, limited liability company” - redundant.
72-17-109 Changed “[This act]” to “This chapter” - the prior reference contains more material than the new reference, but the material in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.
72-17-201 In (16), changed “this section or 72-17-214” to “72-17-214 or this section” - style.
72-17-202 In (1)(a), changed “accredited medical school, dental school, college or university; or other appropriate person” to “an accredited medical school, dental school, college, or university, or another appropriate person” - grammar and style.
72-17-207 In (2), changed “[sections 14 and 15]” to “72-17-217 and 72-17-218”.
72-17-213 In (1), changed “ensure that a trained” to “shall ensure that a trained” - clarity; in (3), changed “believed dead or near death” to “believed to be dead or near death” - grammar.
72-17-301 In (1), changed “[section 15]” to “72-17-218”.
72-30-212 In two places, changed “[the effective date of this act]” to “October 1, 2007”.

TITLE 75

75-1-201 In (1)(b)(iv)(G), (3)(a), changed “[section 1]” to “69-2-216”.
75-1-205 In (1)(a), changed “[section 1]” to “69-2-216”.
75-5-327 Changed “[section 2]” to “75-5-326”.
75-5-410 In (1) (two places), changed “[section 16]” to “85-2-362” and changed “must obtain a current permit” to “shall obtain a current permit” - grammar.
75-10-104 In (1), changed “75-10-807 and 75-10-111” to “75-10-111 and 75-10-807” - style.
75-10-743 In (11)(d), changed “[section 27]” to “15-38-301”; in (11)(e), changed “[section 28]” to “15-38-302”.
75-10-1003 In (7), outlined subsection - style.
75-10-1006 In (2)(a)(i), changed “infection waste” to “infectious waste” - reflect defined term.
75-20-216 In (4), changed “[section 1]” to “69-2-216”.
75-20-223 In (4), changed “[section 1]” to “69-2-216”.

TITLE 76

76-1-211 In (1), changed “chapter 15, or an associate member” to “chapter 15, an associate member” - grammar.
76-3-504 In (1)(e), changed “[section 5]” to “50-60-901”.
76-3-605 In (1), changed “[section 4]” to “76-3-616”.
76-3-608 In (3)(a), changed “section 4, or 76-3-609(2) or (4)” to “76-3-609(2) or (4), or 76-3-616” - style.
76-3-609 In (3), changed “[section 4]” to “76-3-616”.
76-6-212 In (1) (two places), changed “[the effective date of this act]” to “October 1, 2007”; in (2)(e), changed “the name” to “name” - redundant.
76-6-231 In (4)(a)(v), changed “[section 2]” to “5-5-234”.
76-13-104 In (7), changed “[section 7 of Senate Bill No. 145]” to “76-13-116”.
76-13-105 In (3), changed “7-33-2202(3)” to “7-33-2202(4)” - the code commissioner has changed the erroneous reference pursuant to sec. 75, Ch. 44, L. 2007.
76-13-116 In (3), changed “by making complaint” to “by making a complaint” - grammar.
76-13-125 Changed “within wildland any internal combustion engine” to “within any wildland an internal combustion engine” - grammar.
76-13-126 In (1), changed “within the forest areas” to “within forest areas” - grammar; in (2), changed “slabs and burned in” to “slabs and must be burned in” - grammar.
76-13-150 In (1), changed “department of natural resources and conservation” to “department” - reflect defined term.
76-13-206 Changed “[section 16]” to “76-13-212”.

2008 Annotations to the MCA
In introduction, (7), changed “[section 1]” to “76-13-701”; in (7), (8), changed “shall have” to “has” - grammar.

TITLE 77

77-1-126 In (1)(c), changed “[section 4]” to “77-1-128”.
77-1-128 In (1), changed “[section 2]” to “77-1-126”.
77-1-129 Changed “[sections 2 through 4]” to “77-1-126 through 77-1-128”.
77-1-613 In (2), changed “[section 6]” to “77-5-219”.
77-5-201 In (1), changed “[sections 1 through 6]” to “77-5-214 through 77-5-219”.
77-5-204 In (1), changed “[sections 1 through 6]” to “77-5-214 through 77-5-219”.
77-5-216 In (3), changed “[section 4]” to “77-5-217”.

TITLE 80

80-11-702 In (1)(a), (1)(b), changed “[section 1]” to “80-11-701”.

TITLE 81

81-1-110 In (2)(a), changed “[sections 1 through 7]” to “2-15-3110 through 2-15-3114, 81-1-110, and 81-1-111” and changed “subsection (1)” to “subsection (1) of this section” - style; in (2)(b), changed “[sections 2 through 4]” to “2-15-3111 through 2-15-3113” and changed “subsection (1)” to “subsection (1) of this section” - style; in (2)(c), changed “[section 3]” to “2-15-3112”; in (3), changed “[sections 2 through 4]” to “2-15-3111 through 2-15-3113”.
81-1-111 In (3), changed “[section 5]” to “81-1-110” and changed “[sections 2 and 3]” to “2-15-3111 and 2-15-3112”.
81-9-219 Changed “[the effective date of this act]” to “March 27, 2007”.

TITLE 85

85-1-603 In (1)(b)(iv), changed “[section 28]” to “15-38-302”.
85-1-605 In (1), (4), changed “[section 28]” to “15-38-302”.
85-1-606 In (1), changed “[section 28]” to “15-38-302”.
85-1-613 In (1), (2), (3), changed “[section 28]” to “15-38-302”.
85-1-614 In (1)(a), changed “[section 28]” to “15-38-302”.
85-1-615 In (1), changed “[section 28]” to “15-38-302”; in (2), changed “[section 27]” to “15-38-301”.
85-1-616 In (3), changed “[section 28]” to “15-38-302”.
85-2-302 In (1), changed “[section 21]” to “85-2-369”; (4)(c), changed “section 1, Article I” to “85-20-1401, Article I”.
85-2-308 In (2), changed “85-2-402 and [section 2], if applicable” to “85-2-320, if applicable, and 85-2-402” - style.
85-2-311 In (5), (8), changed “section 14” to “85-2-360”.
85-2-316 In (4)(a), (10), (11), changed “[section 1]” to “85-20-1401”.
85-2-319 In (1), changed “[section 1]” to “85-20-1401”.
85-2-320 In (1)(b), changed “section 1, Article I” to “85-20-1401, Article I”; in (1)(c) (two places), changed “section 1, Article IV.B.2.” to “85-20-1401, Article IV.B.2.”.
85-2-330 In (2)(a), changed “[section 14]” to “85-2-360”.
85-2-331 In (1), (3), (4), changed “[section 1]” to “85-20-1401”.
85-2-336 In (2)(a), changed “[section 14]” to “85-2-360”; in (2)(e), changed “section 1, Article VI” to “85-20-1401, Article VI”; in (3), (4), changed “section 1” to “85-20-1401”.
85-2-341 In (2)(a), changed “[section 14]” to “85-2-360”; in (2)(e), changed “section 1, Article VI” to “85-20-1401, Article VI”.
85-2-343 In (2)(a), changed “[section 14]” to “85-2-360”; in (2)(f), changed “section 1, Article VI” to “85-20-1401, Article VI”.
85-2-344 In (2)(a), changed “[section 14]” to “85-2-360”; in (2)(f), changed “section 1, Article VI” to “85-20-1401, Article VI”.
85-2-360 In (1), (2), changed “[section 15]” to “85-2-361”; in (1), (4), changed “section 16” to “85-2-362”; in (3)(a), (4), changed “[section 17]” to “85-2-363”; in (5), changed “sections 14 through 16” to “85-2-360 through 85-2-362”; in (6), changed “[the effective date of this act]” to “May 3, 2007”.
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85-2-360 In (a), changed “[sections 14 through 16]” to “85-2-360 through 85-2-362”; in (1)(a), (1)(b)(iii), (2)(b)(ii), (2)(b)(iii), changed “[sections 18 and 19]” to “75-5-410 and 85-2-364” - style.

85-2-360 In (1), changed “[section 15]” to “85-2-361”; in (3)(a), changed “[sections 18 and 19]” to “75-5-410 and 85-2-364” - style.

85-2-364 In (1), (2), changed “[section 14]” to “85-2-360”.

85-2-365 In (2), changed “[sections 14 through 19]” to “75-5-410 and 85-2-360 through 85-2-364” - style.

85-2-366 In (1), changed “[sections 14 through 16]” to “85-2-360 through 85-2-362”.

85-2-367 In two places, changed “[sections 14 through 18, 19, and 20]” to “75-5-410, 85-2-360 through 85-2-364, and 85-2-368” - style.

85-2-368 In (2), changed “[sections 14 through 19]” to “75-5-410 and 85-2-360 through 85-2-364” - style.

85-2-369 In (1), changed “[sections 14 through 16]” to “85-2-360 through 85-2-362”.

85-2-370 In two places, changed “[sections 14 through 18, 19, and 20]” to “75-5-410, 85-2-360 through 85-2-364, and 85-2-368” - style.

85-2-402 (Temporary version) In (1)(c), changed “[section 1, Article I]” to “85-20-1401, Article I”; in (2)(b), (2)(d), (17), changed “[section 2]” to “85-2-320”. (Version effective July 1, 2009) In (1)(c), changed “[section 1, Article I]” to “85-20-1401, Article I”; in (2)(b), (2)(d), (17), changed “[section 2]” to “85-2-320”; in (15)(b)(ii), outlined subsection - style; in (16)(c), changed “until after the appropriator” to “until the appropriator” - grammar.

85-2-424 In (6), changed “that either states” to “that states either” - grammar.

85-2-436 In (6)(a), changed “[the effective date of this act]” to “May 8, 2007”.

85-5-201 In (3)(a), changed “clerk of district court” to “clerk of the district court” - grammar.

85-5-204 In (3), changed “clerk of district court” to “clerk of the district court” - grammar.

85-5-301 In (3), (4), changed “a permit, a certificate, or a change” to “permit, certificate, or change” - style.

85-7-109 Changed “plant pests, as defined in 80-7-105, shall notify” to “plants pests shall notify” - style.

85-20-1101 In first paragraph, changed “[date of filing]” to “March 27, 2007”.

85-20-1201 In first paragraph, changed “[date of filing]” to “March 27, 2007”.

85-20-1301 In first paragraph, changed “[date of filing]” to “April 6, 2007”.

85-20-1401 In first paragraph, changed “[date of filing]” to “April 17, 2007”; in Article IV. B. 2., changed “[section 2]” to “85-2-320”.

85-20-1503 In introduction, changed “[sections 1 through 4]” to “85-20-1503 through 85-20-1506”.

85-20-1506 In (1), changed “[sections 1 through 3]” to “85-20-1503 through 85-20-1505”.

Title 87

87-2-120 In (2), changed “in a lake” to “on a lake” - grammar.

87-2-805 In (5), changed “residents 62 years of age” to “residents who are 62 years of age” - consistency.

Title 90

90-1-160 In introduction, changed “[sections 4 through 11]” to “90-1-160 through 90-1-164 and 90-1-167 through 90-1-169”; in (2), changed “[section 10]” to “90-1-168”.

90-1-161 In introduction, changed “[sections 4 through 11]” to “90-1-160 through 90-1-164 and 90-1-167 through 90-1-169”.

90-1-162 In (1), changed “[sections 4 through 11]” to “90-1-160 through 90-1-164 and 90-1-167 through 90-1-169”.

90-1-163 In (1), changed “[section 8]” to “90-1-164”.

90-1-168 In (2), changed “[the effective date of this act]” to “July 1, 2007”.

90-1-404 In (1)(m), changed “[section 5]” to “76-6-212”.

90-2-1111 In (1), (4), changed “[section 28]” to “15-38-302”.

90-2-1121 In (2), changed “[section 28]” to “15-38-302”.

90-4-1201 Changed “[Sections 1 through 18 ]” to “This part”.

90-4-1202 In introduction, changed “[sections 1 through 18]” to “this part”; in (3), changed “[sections 1 through 18] and section 54 of the Internal Revenue Code, 26 U.S.C. 54” to “section 54 of the Internal Revenue Code, 26 U.S.C. 54, and this part” - style.

90-4-1205 In (1), changed “[section 16]” to “90-4-1221”.

90-4-1206 In introduction, changed “[section 5]” to “90-4-1205”.

90-4-1207 In (1), (2), changed “[section 5]” to “90-4-1205”.

90-4-1208 In introduction, changed “[section 6]” to “90-4-1206” and changed “those bonds either as” to “those bonds as” - grammar; in (1), changed “[section 5]” to “90-4-1205”.

90-4-1209 In (1), (1)(c), changed “[sections 1 through 18]” to “this part”.

90-4-1210 In (1) (two places), changed “[sections 1 through 18]” to “this part”.

90-4-1211 Changed “[sections 1 through 18]” to “this part”.

90-4-1212 In (1), (3), changed “[sections 1 through 18]” to “this part”.

90-4-1213 In (2), changed “[sections 1 through 18]” to “this part”.

90-4-1214 Changed “[sections 1 through 18]” to “this part”.

90-4-1220 Changed “[sections 1 through 18]” to “this part”.

90-4-1221 In introduction, changed “[sections 1 through 18]” to “this part”.

90-4-1222 In (1), changed “[Sections 1 through 18] do” to “This part does” - grammar; in (1)(b), changed “[sections 1 through 18]” to “this part”.

90-4-1223 In (1), (2) (two places), changed “[sections 1 through 18]” to “this part”.
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